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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION REPORT

Silicone Spray Lubricant and Paint-Friendly Release Agent
PAR NC™ PROD. #0107

Par NC is a silicone lubricant and release agent in a convenient aerosol form.  It is an ideal 

lubricant to reduce sticking and squeaking.

FEATURES/BENEFITS:
Paint and Adhesive-Friendly Specifically formulated for easy removal from surfaces with the use of a general purpose degreaser 

allowing problem-free painting, coating, and bonding of molded parts.

Extremely Fast Drying Solvent carriers evaporate rapidly, leaving an effective lubricant behind.

Nonstaining Dried film of Par NC is colorless and will not stain surfaces.

Reduces Friction Excellent lubricant which reduces friction between moving parts to decrease wear. 

No Chlorinated Solvents Provides an alternative for customers who cannot use chlorinated solvents.

USDA Applicable Can be used in federally inspected meat and poultry plants where there is no possibility of food contact. 

Note: Spray is extremely flammable.  Do not apply in presence of possible sources of ignition of residual liquid or vapors such as electrical 
circuits, switches, running motors, flames or welding operations.  Also, this product contains solvents which may be harmful to certain 
plastics or paints.  Pre-test in an inconspicuously area before using on or around parts.

APPLICATIONS:
Use as a mold release agent for injection, transfer and compression molding.  Use a lubricant for cutting tables, sewing machines, needles, 
zippers and hand irons.  Renews rubber and vinyl trim, lubricates locks, hinges and window channels for the automotive industry.   Excellent 
for aluminum die casting and other high temperature applications.  For use in:Apparel and Accessory Manufacturing, Automotive Repair 
Shops, Motor Vehicle Body Manufacturers, Paper Goods Industry, Plastic Product Manufactures

COMPANION PRODUCTS:
Rust Remover, Rustarrester, Big Orange, Zep 40, Formula 50, Elec II Plus, Stainless Steel Polish, Tuff Green(GreenLink), I.D. Red, I.D. Flush, True 
Blitz

SPECIFICATIONS:
Physical Form Aerosol (liquid) 

Odor Solvent-like

Color Colorless

Flammability Extremely Flammable by CSMA Flame Extension

Shelf Life 1 Year Minimum

DOT Shipping Label ORM-D

PACKAGING:
20 oz. fl. can 


